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Preface
The Vedas are widely acknowledged as the oldest books in the library of humans. They are
essentially a set of ‘Operational manuals’ provided by the Almighty to help human beings
lead their daily lives. They cover diverse topics including Spirituality, Mathematics, Material
Science, Economics, Political Science, Sociology and many more.
The Vedas declare God to be One and Formless. Similar to air, it is this basic characteristic
of the Almighty that facilitates His presence everywhere in each minute particle, in turn
ensuring that He delivers justice to all living beings.
Today, we face a paradoxical situation. While the number of temples, churches and mosques
has increased manifold, bloodshed in the name of religion has grown exponentially. Another
simultaneous trend is that the younger generation is disoriented with various religions, and is
turning atheist.We believe that true knowledge of the Vedas can help youngsters experience
spirituality with scientific rigor, which is the need of the hour.
The Vedas are truly universal and secular. Interestingly, they do not even contain the name of
any religion of the world as we know them today – Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Jainism,
Buddhism, Judaism etc., simply because none of these terms existed at the beginning of
mankind. The Vedas only prescribe how humans can lead a healthy life in harmony with
the environment and the animals around them. The various themes promoted by Vedas are
egalitarian, empowering and liberating. They form the basis, as much of inner peace in every
individual as they do of peace in a family, society, nation and the entire world.
It is unfortunate that the Vedas have been misinterpreted over the last few hundred years
which led to many false beliefs. The Arya Samaj, started as a social movement by Maharshi
Dayanand Saraswati in 1875, gave a clarion call – ‘Back to Vedas’, focussing global attention
towards the Vedic knowledge and culture.
‘Fostering Vedic Values’ is a series of 10 books (for Classes I – X) with 12-16 chapters
in each. Almost half the chapters focus on ensuring that the children are able to obtain
a reasonably good understanding of the key spiritual principles as highlighted in Vedas.
The remaining chapters are focussed towards imbibing the spirit of patriotism, compassion
towards all living beings including animals, social service and other human values. Through
these, we envision the children to develop as responsible citizens, who contribute to the
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world as a family, but in the face of a national threat, are also ardent patriots. We hope to see
them evolve into empowered individuals who can overcome the challenges of life through
spiritual strength and lead themselves, their families and societies to peace and happiness.
Many of the chapters are set up as a conversation between a child and the grandparent or
a relative. This is to strongly emphasize our ancient culture wherein children spent a lot of
time with grandparents and other relatives, learning from their life experiences. Also, rather
than grandpa / grandma / uncle / aunt, we have used equivalent words in various other
Indian languages so as to make children appreciate the diversity that co-exists in this great
civilization.
Many intellectuals have voluntarily contributed towards this book. Dr. Harish Chandra,
Arya Samaj Greater Houston, US has conceptually reviewed the book considering his rich
experience as a Vedic scholar. The teachers at D.A.V. Group of Schools, Chennai have read
through many versions of the book with immense thoughtfulness proposing relevant changes
from a child’s perspective.
The core content of the book originates from the Vedas. We owe it to the tradition of
Rishis who passed on the Vedic knowledge since ages. Therefore, there is no copyright on
the content of this book. One can seek permission and print all or only certain chapters
of the book. However, no unauthorized modification is permitted in any chapter. You can
write to ‘Tamilnadu Arya Samaj Educational Society’ 212–213, Avvai Shanmugam Salai,
Gopalapuram, Chennai – 600086’ or email to publications@davchennai.org
This is the second version of the book and could contain not only omissions, but also areas
of improvement. We request the reader to excuse us for the omissions, but please do bring
to our notice any feedback for correction and improvement in subsequent versions. We will
remain grateful to you for your support and feedback.
Lastly, before signing off, we would like to express our profound gratitude to the God
Almighty for His blessings, guidance and encouragement in this small endeavour.

VIKAS ARYA
Chief Editor								Chennai | May 2020
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Desires – 1

Learning Objective
To understand that desires are never-ending

Kavya was very fond of shoes. She already had four pairs of shoes and was pestering her Thakurda
(Grandfather in Bengali) to buy another pair. Let’s read on and find out what happens...
Thakurda – Kavya, you are obsessed with shoes, aren’t you?
Kavya – Yes, Thakurda. I just love to wear different kinds of shoes. They look great with my
dress.
Thakurda – Hmm…we all tend to have so many desires. Have you wondered why do we
have these desires?
Kavya – Because we feel happy.
Thakurda – Ok, if you were to buy this additional pair of shoes, how long do you think it
will provide you happiness?
Kavya was confused.
Thakurda – You will be quite excited the first time you wear it. When you wear it for the
second time, you will not be as excited as the first time around. The third time the excitment
will reduce further. Your excitement will keep diminishing quickly, and soon it will become
yet another pair of shoes in your wardrobe.
Kavya (after some thought) – I agree. I can recall a similar experience with the last pair of
shoes that I purchased six months ago.
Thakurda – This example is applicable for say, ice cream, something I know you like as well.
Kavya – Yes, I especially like the chocolate flavour.
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Thakurda – You will really look
forward to having the first scoop of ice
cream. If I offer you the second and
third scoop, you will still enjoy it but
not as much as the first one. If I then
ask you to have the fourth scoop, you
probably will still have it but will not
really enjoy it. This indicates ‘Law of
Diminishing Marginal Utility,’ that is
your utility for a product declines as
you have more of the same.
Kavya (laughingly) – And, if you were to offer me the fifth scoop, I will possibly vomit. It
will become a punishment for me!
Thakurda – Also, I am sure you will agree that happiness from all eatables lasts only for
a few seconds. It is the tongue that tastes the food and sends signals to your mind, which
directs it to your soul. Your soul feels a sense of happiness because the taste is to your liking.
However, once the food enters the food pipe and into your stomach, there is no further sense
of enjoyment. Indeed, if you have over-eaten junk food, you will have an uneasy feeling for
the next few hours. Your body, a machine, will find it difficult to digest the food leading to
acidity, thus giving your soul a sense of unhappiness.
Kavya – Yes! This does happen many times with me when I overeat. I do realize later that I
should not have done so. But then I cannot do much about it at that moment.
Thakurda – Interestingly, when a similar situation arises next time in a party, you tend to
forget your past experience and once again overeat. Once again you go through uneasiness.
This is the fickle human mind!
Thakurda – Coming back, if I were to offer you the same chocolate ice cream after a couple
of days, you will once again enjoy it.
Kavya – That’s true.
Thakurda – Our various senses have limited capacity to consume. We soon get tired. You
just cannot have the fifth scoop of ice cream on the same day. But after a break, we once
again have an urge to consume. This process keeps continuing forever during our lifetime.
Indeed, there is a very relevant shloka.
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भोगा न भुक्ता वयमेव भुक्ताः
तपो न तप्तं वयमेव तप्ताः
कालो न यातो वयमेव याताः
तषृ ्णा न जीर्णा वयमेव जीर्णाः
Bhogaa Na Bhuktaa Vayameva Bhuktaah
Tapo Na Taptam Vayameva Taptaah
Kaalo Na Yato Vayameva Yaataah
Trishna Na Jirnaa Vayameva Jirnaah
Meaning: We could not consume everything but instead got consumed ourselves; we could not
engage in any ‘tapa’ (penance) but instead got ‘burnt’ ourselves. Time did not elapse, but we are
on the verge of being elapsed. Our desires did not get old, but we have got old.
Thakurda – Let us consider a three-year-old child. He has never seen a gulab jamun. Now,
if a gulab jamun is kept in front of him along with many other dishes, will this child be
immediately attracted to it?
Kavya – Probably not.
Thakurda – Yes. He may not be attracted. On the other hand, imagine another three-yearold child who has been eating gulab jamun almost every month since last one year. The
moment he sees the gulab jamun, he would insist on eating it.
Kavya – Yes, this is because he has experienced it before.
Thakurda – Remember, every time you fulfil any desire, there is an ‘Impression’ left on your
mind. This is called ‘Samskaar.’ Whenever you see an object, your previous ‘Impressions’ or
‘Samskaars’ get invoked, and you start craving for the particular object.
Thakurda – So, we can deduce that desires are never-ending. Every time you fulfil your
desires you further reinforce your ‘Impressions’ or Samskaar. After some time, when the
situation arises again, your ‘Samskaars’ will once again attract you towards fulfilling your
desire. There is another shloka :
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न जातु कामः कामानां उपभोगेन शाम्यति।
हविषा कृष्णवर्त्मेव भूय एवाभिवर्धते||
Na Jaatu Kamah Kaamanam Upabhogena Shaamyati
Havisha Krishnavartmeva Bhuya Eva Abhivardhate
Thakurda – Desires do not vanish by continually fulfilling them. They only grow more
intense as you keep yielding to them. It is like adding fuel to the fire; the fire becomes even
more intense.

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. What is Samskaar?
2. What happens when you overeat?

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. Happiness (always / up to a point) increases with wealth.
2. The happiness that we derive from consuming eatables is (momentary / everlasting).
3. A child who has never seen gulab jamun (will / will not) insist on eating it.
4. When Kavya wore a new pair of shoes 6 months ago for the first time, her excitement
was (at its peak / minimal).
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B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Every time we fulfil our desire, there is___________________left on our mind
which is called______________________.
2. The ‘Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility’ states that______________________
_____________________.
3. The shloka beautifully explains that we cannot consume everything but instead
___________________, we cannot engage ourselves in any tapa but instead
_____________________, time did not elapse but ____________________and
our desires did not get old but ______________________.
4. Our tongue tastes the food and sends signals to our___________________which
directs it to our____________________through which we feel a sense of joy if
the food is to our liking.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Desires do not vanish by continually fulfilling them instead they grow more intense
on doing so.
2. In a situation where we have over-eaten junk food, we feel uneasy because our body
finds it difficult to digest the food leading to acidity.
3. Desires are like a virtuous cycle.
4. When we see a ‘familiar object of our liking’, our Samskaars get invoked, and we
start craving for that particular object.

Let’s Have Fun
Everyone is bound to have desires in life. Now make a checklist wherein you enlist your
desires. Then segregate your desires by their importance and see whether they are desirable
or undesirable. This will help you to analyse yourself in a better way.

Let’s Discuss
Eat to live rather than live to eat – who said these words? Write a paragraph on the essence
of the above statement.
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Pancha Maha
Yajnya – Agnihotra
Learning Objective
To understand the rationale behind Agnihotra

Nani (maternal grandmother in Hindi) was explaining the Pancha Maha Yajnya to Agasti.
Meditation is the first and the foremost Maha Yajnya. Let’s read on and find out the next one!
Nani – The second prescribed Yajnya is ‘Deva Yajnya’ i.e. Agnihotra also known as ‘Hawan’
or ‘Homam’. As per this, one must perform Agnihotra twice daily during sunrise and sunset.
Agasti – What do you exactly do as part of Agnihotra?
Nani – In this, you light a small fire in a copper pyramid of a
specific shape, using firewood and / or cow dung cakes. You
also offer pure cow ghee and samagri. Samagri is a mixture of
various dried herbal roots and leaves. It includes black sesame
seeds, barley, camphor, rose petals, sandalwood powder, jaggery,
tagar (a type of sugar) nagkesar, agar, jatamasi, nagarmotha,
shatavari (herbal plants), turmeric etc.
All the above ingredients
are offered in the blazing fire which disseminates in
micro form, in the air, to purify the environment besides
activating the air as a disinfectant germicidal agent. It is
interesting that almost all the ingredients that we offer in
the fire are also used to treat various kinds of diseases as
per Ayurveda.
Agasti – Does the pyramid have to be made only of copper?
Samagri
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Nani – Copper and gold are the two metals prescribed for the pyramid container used for
Agnihotra fire. Since using gold is impractical due to high costs, it is advisable to have a
copper pyramid. Both gold and copper are known to have healing properties.
Agasti – But, Nani, instead of burning cow ghee, would it not be better if it was offered to
a few poor children to consume?
Nani – I am glad you are trying to think this through logically.
Nani – Let me ask you a question. Many times, when your mother fries chillies in the
kitchen, all members of the house immediately start sneezing. Have you wondered why?
Agasti – The essence of the chillies spreads everywhere.
Nani – Similarly, when you offer cow ghee and samagri to the fire, the essence of ghee and various
herbs spreads everywhere. We all benefit by inhaling it. Indeed, even medically, inhalation is
one of the quickest and most efficient forms of delivering medicines to the human body.
Agasti – Which firewood should we use for
Agnihotra?
Nani – The firewood is known as Samidha.
Nani – It is prescribed that you should use samidha
from only one of the three trees—Peepal, Mango
or Palash. There is a scientific logic behind every
stipulation. For instance, Peepal tree is proven to be
a great source of oxygen. It purifies the surroundings
and kills harmful bacteria.

Samidha

Agasti – So, is it right to conclude that these ingredients (cow ghee, herbs etc.) benefit
comparatively a much larger number of people when offered to ‘Agni’?
Nani – Yes, that is right. Let me also narrate to you a historic incident in this context.
Agasti – Sure, Nani.
Nani – Have you heard about the Bhopal Gas tragedy?
Agasti – I have read about it. Poisonous gas leaked from a factory in Bhopal because of
which many people were killed.
Nani – Absolutely. One of the biggest industrial disasters in this world till date took place
in Bhopal, India on the night of December 2, 1984. Methyl Isocyanate (MIC) gas leaked
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from Union Carbide Factory in
Bhopal causing great havoc. It was
past midnight and people were
asleep. The gas spread rapidly, and
people started coughing, feeling
chest pains and a burning sensation
in the eyes. People came out on the
streets and began running away.
Many were trampled in the panic
that followed.

Yajnya is a Proven Antidote to Pollution

S.L. Kushwaha, a teacher, aged about 45 years, woke up at 1:30 a.m., on hearing his wife Triveni
vomiting. Soon he and his children began feeling uneasy. Looking out of their home they saw
people fleeing in panic. One of them told Kushwaha of the gas leak in the Union Carbide Factory
about a kilometre away. They decided to join the crowd and run when Triveni suggested: “Why
not perform Agnihotra?” After quick deliberation, they decided to do so. Astonishingly, within
20 minutes the symptoms of MIC gas poisoning subsided.
Agasti – Wow! This must have been a miracle.
Nani – No Agasti, it was not a miracle. It was a rather simple scientific process. The gas that
emanated from Agnihotra (the essence of cow ghee and herbs) enveloped the area and kept
poisonous gas away. Agnihotra is a proven antidote to pollution.
Indeed there was another family — M.L. Rathore (33), with his wife, four children, mother
and brother lived near the Bhopal railway station, where dozens of people died of MIC
poisoning. Rathore also started performing Agnihotra and entire family was saved.
It was such a massive tragedy – 3,800 people lost their lives on that fateful night.
Agasti – If it is just a scientific process, what is the need to chant mantras along with it?
Nani – Technically, you need not. Even if you do not chant the Vedic mantras in Sanskrit,
the chemical reaction remains the same. Everyone around will benefit from the gaseous
essence that is generated. The reason why Vedic mantras are also prescribed is for it to
be a deeper spiritual experience. If you notice, almost every mantra, ends with the words
“इदं न मम”, (‘idam na mama’) which basically means – ‘This is not mine’. In this world,
which is driven by consumerism and selfishness, we pray that whatever we are offering to
the sacred fire is for everyone around – not only for us. It will benefit the entire family,
neighbours and other people in the locality.
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Agasti – Also, I have noticed that every mantra begins with Om and ends with Swaha
(स्वाहा).
Nani – Yes. By chanting ‘Om’, we invoke the Almighty. Swaha, literally means ‘well said’.
Nani – Agnihotra brings families together.
It is typically performed with people sitting
on all four sides of the copper pyramid and
performing Agnihotra as a team. Indeed, it
is a great way for people to also celebrate all
key occasions in life – birthday, anniversaries
(birth, death, wedding), house warming and
so on.
Agasti – So, I can still perform Agnihotra, though I may not know all the mantras?
Nani – Absolutely, you can also do the Agnihotra chanting any one mantra like the Gayatri
Mantra or for that matter any other prayer in any language.
Agasti – What if one is not able to procure samidha and samagri?
Nani – Well, you can possibly use just cow ghee and dung. Indeed, in many parts of India
and abroad, people perform Agnihotra using only these two ingredients.
Agasti – I now understand the rationale behind Agnihotra. I will definitely make an effort
to not only learn it well but will also strive to perform it regularly in life.

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Write a short note on Bhopal Gas tragedy.
2. Name a few components used in preparing Samagri.
3. Do you have any experiences to share when you performed the Agnihotra?
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Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. The first important Pancha Maha Yajnya is (Agnihotra / Meditation).
2. When we offer ghee and samagri to the Agni, its essence spreads (everywhere /
nowhere).
3. Agnihotra is a proven antidote to (pollution / purification).
4. The gas which leaked from the Union Carbide Factory was (Sulphur tetra fluoride
/ Methyl Isocaynate).
5. Rathore’s family escaped the gas tragedy because they (performed Agnihotra /
used air purifiers).

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. The samagri offered in the fire disseminates into micro form to_______________
the environment besides activating the air as_______________agent.
2. The symptoms felt
_______________.

by

the

Bhopal

people

were______________and

3. Peepal tree is a great source of__________________and it_________________
the surroundings where it is planted and kills ___________________.
4. We chant Vedic mantras during Agnihotra because it gives _________________.
5. Swaha means ________________________.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. S.L. Kushwaha’s wife suggested performing Agnihotra during the gas tragedy to
ease the impact of the poisonous gas on the family.
2. The firewood used in the hawan is known as Samagri.
3. If we don’t chant the Vedic mantras in Sanskrit during the Agnihotra, the chemical
reaction will not remain the same.
4. It is prescribed that one should use samidha from one of the three trees – Peepal,
Mango or Palash.
5. One must perform Agnihotra twice a day during sunrise and sunset.
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Demystifying
Death – 1
Learning Objective
Understanding loss and grief

When Darsh returned from school, he got to know that his Ajji (grandmother in Kannada)
suffered a heart attack and was in a critical condition in the hospital. Darsh loved his Ajji who
used to narrate to him numerous bedtime stories.
Darsh visited her in the evening at the hospital. She lay unconscious and did not respond to
Darsh. Unfortunately, she passed away the following morning. Darsh was heart broken. Tears
rolled down his cheeks as he cried inconsolably.
The body was brought home and kept in the courtyard for relatives to pay their last respects.
Darsh – Amma (mother in Kannada), where
is Ajji? Why is she not responding to anyone?
Amma had no answer. She was also shattered.
Darsh had never seen his Ajja (grandfather
in Kannada), ever cry. But today was an
exception.
Ajji’s body was to be taken away for cremation.
Darsh insisted that he would like to join. His
father denied him permission, but Darsh who
was crying profusely pleaded to come along.
Ajja finally permitted Darsh to join.
The body was taken to an electrical crematorium. After the performance of Vedic rites
including chanting of mantras, the body was inserted into the combustion chamber.
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Darsh came back home. He was heartbroken. A week went by. Darsh spent a lot of time
sitting beside Ajja. He would always see him quite sad. Darsh had numerous questions.
Darsh – Ajja, where has Ajji gone? What exactly happened to her body? Why couldn’t the
doctors make her okay?
Ajja – This is a profound question, my son! Maybe some other time...
Darsh – No, Ajja, please! I want to know!
Ajja realized the inquisitive urge in Darsh.
Ajja – Ok then, listen. This body is like a complex machine.
Darsh – Machine?
Ajja – Yes, Darsh, this body is similar to say a car, which is also a machine. This body is indeed a
far more complicated machine than a car. It has a heart that keeps pumping blood continuously
right since the child is in mother’s womb, until the day the person dies. Can you imagine, the
body has 1 lakh km long blood vessels—that is enough to go around the world twice!
Darsh – Wow!
Ajja – A car can be repaired by changing its
various parts. Even if it is a very old car, you
can replace the entire engine, tyres, etc. and
somehow make it work.
This body, which is also a machine, can be
‘repaired’ by the doctors but not always.
Science has made giant leaps, especially in last
two centuries. However, scientists and doctors have not been able to fully understand this
complicated machine. Scientists cannot make even a strand of human hair!
Your Ajji was quite healthy. She had no known medical complications like diabetes, high
blood pressure, cholesterol etc. However, she had a sudden heart attack, and she passed away
in the hospital. Though all her other organs were healthy, doctors could not do anything
because something left her body.
Darsh – What left her body, Ajja?
Ajja – It is the ‘Soul,’ my son. It is also known as ‘Aatma’ in Sanskrit.
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Darsh – What is this Soul? Can I see it?
Ajja – This is the ‘consciousness.’ Once, this leaves the body, absolutely nothing can be
done. There is no way that this can be brought back into the body. That’s when we say the
person has died and their breathing stops.
Darsh – Do I have this soul also?
Ajja – Yes, of course. Indeed you are the soul yourself!
Darsh – I am ‘Darsh’ Ajja.
Ajja – My son, Darsh is just a name given to you by your parents when you were born. It is
the way the world knows you. Names are given merely for convenience. Otherwise, it will
be difficult for us to manage our day to day lives and interact with each other.
But if you take a step back, you will be able to realize that you are nothing but actually the
‘soul.’ That is the real you.
To be continued…

Time To Learn
Let’s Understand
Read about the different religious practices related to death.

Let’s Talk About These
1. What do you think happens to a person after death?
2. List ways in which people cope with grief and loss.
3. Explain in few lines the emotions that one goes through when one’s loved one
passes away.
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Questions And Answers
1. Why did Ajja compare our body to a machine?
2. Although the body can be compared to a machine, there are few differences. Can
you name some?
3. Explain the purpose of the name given to each and every one of us.
4. What is soul?

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. Our body is similar to (a complicated machine / a sheet of paper).
2. The soul is the (consciousness / unconsciousness) present in our body.
3. Ajji died due to a (heart attack / kidney failure).
4. Once the soul departs from the body, there (is a way / is no way) to bring it back
into the body.

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Soul is also known as_________________ in Sanskrit.
2. Science has progressed in leaps and bounds, but it_______________to
fully understand our complex body as scientists cannot even make a strand of
_______________.
3. Though Ajji did not have any medical complications, she passed away because her
_______________stopped functioning and her_______________ left the body.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Just as a car our body can be repaired and brought back in working condition by
the doctors at all times.
2. We are the soul ourselves and names are given to us for convenience so that it will
be easy to interact with each other.
3. Darsh was deeply grief-stricken by the sudden demise of his Ajji.
14
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Rani Gaidinliu
Learning Objective
Draw inspiration from a 13-year-old girl who fought for
India’s Independence

Prateek was very active in the NCC. After attending many rigorous camps, he was selected
to represent Madhya Pradesh at the final Republic Day camp to be held in New Delhi. His
stint as a Scout in Class VI and VII had also helped him immensely. January 26th was a
proud day for him as he participated in the Republic Day parade.
Prateek intently watched the Indian Army, Navy and Air Force march past in all their finery
and official decorations. He also witnessed the cultural tableaux presented by multiple states
highlighting the diversity and richness of Indian culture. He was particularly intrigued by
the tableaux presented by the state of Manipur. Titled “13-year-old guerrilla fighter took
on the might of the British”, they were celebrating the birth anniversary of Rani Gaidinliu.
“Rani Gaidinliu? Who was this lady?” he wondered. He had never even heard her name
before.
Prateek was incidentally sitting beside another NCC cadet Hokishe, who was representing
Nagaland at the NCC Republic day camp. Hokishe instantaneously remarked, “She was a
great freedom fighter from Manipur. At a very young age of 13, she immersed herself in the
freedom struggle. She was incidentally born on this day in the year 1915.”
Prateek – You mean, January 26th, 1915.
Hokishe – Yes, that’s right.
Prateek – Can you tell me more about her?
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Hokishe – Gaidinliu belonged to the
Rongmei clan of the Zeliangrong tribe
in the Tamenglong district of Manipur.
She was the fifth among eight children.
Brought up in a socially backward region,
Gaidinliu could never receive any formal
education. However, at the tender age of
10, Gaidinliu came under the influence of
her cousin, Haipou Jadonang, who was
then leading a socio-political movement
called Heraka (meaning ‘pure’), seeking
to drive out the British from the region. In six years, he was able to gather strong support
from various tribes and emerged as a strong voice of opposition against foreign rule. In
February 1931, Jadonang was arrested, and in a mock trial by the British Indian authorities,
was found guilty. He was hanged in August 1931 at Imphal jail. In the meantime, Gaidinliu
became a strong force in the Heraka movement, leading guerrilla attacks on the British.
With the death of Jadonang, the leadership of the Heraka movement fell upon Gaidinliu,
who was then barely 16 years old.
Prateek – Wow! She was leading an entire movement against the British at the age of 16!
Hokishe – Yes, Prateek. She was a ferocious leader. She began to rebel against British rule.
She asked her Zeliangrong tribesmen to refuse to pay taxes and called out for freedom.
In her struggle against the foreigners, she was assisted by donations from the local Naga
community. She soon posed a massive threat to the colonial rule in that region.
The British were indeed so concerned with her activities that they launched a manhunt
to capture Gaidinliu, with a monetary reward offered to anyone who volunteered reliable
information. Despite these efforts by the authorities, she evaded arrest by moving across
villages in the regions that are now Assam, Nagaland and Manipur, with her dedicated
followers.
Prateek – That’s guerrilla warfare!
Hokishe – In early 1932, her forces engaged in armed combat in the North Cachar Hills.
With her dissent growing, the British assigned a special troop of the ‘Assam Rifles’ lead by
Captain MacDonald to arrest Gaidinliu.
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As soon as Captain MacDonald got a report of Gaidinliu and her followers being located in
a village called Pulomi, he launched a surprise attack by sending a large force in the opposite
direction. This was done to mislead Gaidinliu. Perplexed by the raid on the village, Gaidinliu
and her followers were captured on October 17, 1932. She was handcuffed and taken on
foot to Kohima and then later tried in Imphal. She was sentenced to life imprisonment.
Prateek – So, at 16, this valiant girl was sentenced to life imprisonment for leading a
movement to drive out the colonial rulers from Manipur and Nagaland!
Hokishe – Absolutely. From 1933 to 1947, she served time at Guwahati, Shillong, Aizawl,
and Tura jails.
Prateek – So, was she released in 1947 only
after India’s Independence?
Hokishe – Yes. She was also then given the title
- ‘Rani of the Nagas.’ She was recognized as
a freedom fighter and was felicitated with the
‘Padma Bhushan’ in 1982. However, towards
the end of her life, she became a neglected
figure. She passed away in 1993 at the age of 78.
A stamp was released in her memory in 1994.
Hokishe – It is sad that today, her struggle is
lost in history as most of her countrymen haven’t
even heard her name.
Prateek was embarrassed. He was also one among them.
(Acknowledgement – Articles available electronically on Yourstory.com; Livehistoryindia.com)

Let’s
Know

In 1937, Nehru wrote about her: “What suppression of spirit they have
brought to her who in the pride of her youth dared to challenge the
Empire…And India does not even know of this brave child of the hills.”
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With her relatives in 1992 (a year before her death)

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Do you think the role of women has been given its due recognition in the freedom
struggle? Did anyone encourage women to take part in the freedom struggle? Justify your
answer
2. Rani Gaidinliu’s life story and achievements, is an inspiration to all children. Discuss.
3. Give a brief account on Rani Gaidinliu’s unique contribution to the freedom struggle.
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Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. Prateek was selected to represent (Madhya Pradesh / Nagaland) at the final Republic
day camp held in New Delhi.
2. Haipou Jadonang led the popular socio-political movement named (HoaHao / Heraka).
3. The movement led by Gaidinliu started practicing (Ambush / Guerrilla) attacks on the
British authority.
4. Rani Gaidinilu was sentenced to (47 years / life imprisonment) at the age of (23 / 16)
for leading a movement to drive out the British from Manipur and Nagaland.
5. The British assigned a special troop of the Assam Rifles led by (Captain MacDonald /
Major Robert Clive) to arrest Gaidinliu.

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Gaidinliu could never receive any formal education because she was brought up in a
_________________.
2. Gaidinliu posed a major threat to the colonial rule as she asked the Zeliangrong tribesmen
to__________________and___________________.
3. Gaidinliu and her followers were located in a village called________________where the
British launched a_____________________in the opposite direction.
4. Gaidinliu was given the title of_______________and was felicitated with the
_________________in 1982.
5. Gaidinliu’s movement was assisted by donations from____________________.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Gaidinliu’s activities had troubled the British to such an extent that they had launched a
manhunt to capture her.
2. Haipou Jadonang died in a military coup by the British in Imphal.
3. In early 1932, her forces engaged in armed combat with the Assam Rifles in the Garo
and Khasi Hills.
4. Gaidinliu was a great freedom fighter, a ferocious and capable leader.
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Let’s Have Fun
DECODING:
Decode the sentence by writing the letters against each number in the given space.
A-4

B-3

C-6

D-1

E -25

F-1

G-3

H-7

I - 18

J-2

K - 23

L - 26

M-1

N - 15

O-5

P - 14

Q - 17

R-8

S-9

T - 10

U - 12

V - 16

W-9

X - 20

Y - 22

Z - 24
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Iron Man of
India!
Learning Objective

To learn why Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel is famously referred to
as the Iron man of India

It was October 31st,‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’ (National Unity Day) is celebrated every year to pay
tribute to Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. On this solemn occasion, the teacher asked the class to stand
up and observe two minutes of silence.
Kaushik – Ma’am, what is the significance of the National Unity Day?
Teacher – Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel,
popularly known as the Iron Man of India,
was born on October 31, 1875, in Nadiad,
Gujarat. His birth anniversary is specifically
celebrated as the National Unity Day, as he
played a monumental role in keeping India
united post-independence in 1947.
Sohin – What did he do precisely?
Teacher – Let us go back into history to
understand the context. We will then be able
to appreciate his invaluable contribution.
Teacher – Prior to 1947, India was divided
into two sets of territories, the first being the
territories of “British India”, which were under direct control of the British Empire through
the Governor-General of India, and the second being the “Princely states”, which were legally
controlled by the hereditary Indian rulers, with titles such as Maharaja, Raja, Nizam, Nawab
etc. However, for all practical purposes, they were agents of the British.
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Kaushik – It can be seen from the map, that a
significant portion of the country was ruled by these
princely states. What was the reason that the British
allowed these princely states to exist in the first
place? Could they not have conquered them as well?
Teacher – That’s a very good question. 565 such
princely states existed before 1947. These were
small states with very limited powers, and they
primarily helped with local administration. This
worked well for the British who adopted the divide
and rule policy to control this country with a large
geographical expanse. There were indeed no more
than 100,000 British nationals in India at any point
of time, controlling over 38 crore people in the
Indian subcontinent. These princely rulers helped
the British maintain local law and order. They fully
cooperated with British on matters of trade, external policies etc., which enabled the British
to continue economically exploiting the country, repatriating significant wealth back home
thus fulfilling their core objective of colonization.
Kaushik – This is very interesting. Now, what happened in 1947?
Teacher – As British were preparing to leave India, they came up with a devious plan which
would leave the Indian subcontinent divided and weakened forever. They declared that
each of the princely states had one of the three options: (a) Accede to India; (b) Accede to
Pakistan; (c) Remain Independent.
The partition between India and Pakistan was by itself a scary proposition. Further division
of the country with princely states claiming their own independence would have been
catastrophic. Indian nationalists and large segments of the public feared that if these states
did not accede, most of the people and territory would be fragmented. Sardar Patel was
considered the best man for the task of achieving unification of the princely states with the
Indian dominion. He was affectionately given the title of Sardar to reflect his firm unbending
leadership qualities.
Kaushik – Convincing 565 Princely states must have been so difficult.
Teacher – That’s true. But Sardar Patel was a statesman of integrity, practical acumen and
resolve to accomplish a monumental task. He asked V. P. Menon, a senior civil servant
with whom he had worked on the partition of India, to become his right-hand man as
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Chief Secretary of the States Ministry.
In May 1947, Patel began lobbying with
the princes, attempting to make them
receptive towards dialogue with the
future government and forestall potential
conflicts. Patel used social meetings and
unofficial surroundings to engage most
of the monarchs, inviting them to lunch
and tea at his home in Delhi. At these
meetings, Patel explained that there was no inherent conflict between mainland India and
the princely order. Patel invoked the patriotism of India’s monarchs, asking them to join in
the independence of their nation and act as responsible rulers who cared about the future of
their people. He persuaded the princes of the states about the impossibility of independence
from the Indian republic, especially in the presence of growing opposition from their subjects.
He proposed favourable terms for the merger, including granting of certain privileges for the
rulers’ descendants.
Kaushik – Just convincing them worked, Ma’am?
Teacher – No Kaushik. While encouraging the rulers to act out of patriotism, Patel did not
rule out force. Stressing that the princes would need to accede to India in good faith, he
set a deadline of 15 August 1947 for them to sign the ‘Instrument of Accession’ document.
All but three of the states willingly merged into the Indian union; only Jammu and
Kashmir, Junagadh, and Hyderabad did not fall into his basket.
Gaurav – What happened then?
Teacher – Patel sent in the army to occupy Junagadh and Hyderabad. Both of them had
a majority Hindu population though they were ruled by a Muslim ruler. Subsequently, a
plebiscite (direct vote of all the members of an electorate on an important public question)
was organized wherein the people of both Junagadh and Hyderabad overwhelmingly
supported accession to India.
This event formed the cornerstone of Patel’s popularity in the post-independence era. Even
today he is remembered as the man who united India. He is, in this regard, compared
to Otto von Bismarck of Germany, who took similar decisive steps in the European region
in 1860s.
Sohin – What about Jammu and Kashmir, Ma’am?
Teacher – Jammu and Kashmir was a majority Muslim state but its ruler was a Hindu,
Maharaja Hari Singh. He initially wanted to remain independent not acceding either to
India or Pakistan. However, in early 1948 when Pakistani infiltrators attacked Jammu and
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Kashmir, Maharaja Hari Singh signed for accession into India so that the Indian army could
help him resist the invasion. The matter got referred to the United Nations. At this stage, a
plebiscite was offered as an option
to determine the people’s will,
which Pakistan refused. Jammu
and Kashmir thus remained an
integral part of India as did other
564 princely states. However,
Pakistani troops by then had
managed to occupy a significant
portion of Western Jammu and
Kashmir which till date remains
with them (Pakistan occupied Kashmir).
Teacher – Patel’s mental abilities were far ahead than anyone else in those days, and his
physical strength was legendary. That is why Sardar Patel is known as the ‘Iron Man of India’.
Sohin – I have heard a story about Sardar Patel’s bravery, related to his childhood.
Once he developed a boil in his armpit and during those days in his village, people used to
go to a quack for treatment, who would heat an iron rod and put it on the boiled area. In
the case of Patel, he was little reluctant as he was very young. But the young Patel asked him
to do it fast as the rod would otherwise become cold. Then he did not wait for the quack to
do the lashing and he did it by himself. Everyone around him was stunned!
Teacher – Yes, Sardar Patel was both, physically and mentally strong as well as hard working.
His academic brilliance was proven when he was in England, and he finished his studies in
just a few years. Everyone was amazed to see a young man topping every exam even without
any formal education. Patel was also a strong believer of vegetarianism.
Kaushik – Sardar Patel was India’s first Home Minister, wasn’t he?
Teacher – Yes, he was both the Deputy Prime Minister and the Home Minister after
independence. Sardar Patel withdrew from being elected as the President of Congress in
1946 at the request of Gandhiji. He would have otherwise been the First Prime Minister of
India.
Sohin – Till when did Sardar Patel serve his motherland?
Teacher – Only for another 3 years after independence. He passed away on December
15, 1950, due to a massive heart attack at the age of 75. Patel was posthumously awarded
the ‘Bharat Ratna’, India’s highest civilian honour, in 1991. Also, in the year 2014, it was
decided to celebrate his birth anniversary as ‘National Unity Day’.
Kaushik – What a fabulous life!
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Teacher – Yes! You can also watch some of the documentary films on Sardar Patel to learn
more about him. Vande Mataram!
(Acknowledgement – Articles available electronically on Wikipedia.org; Statueofunity.in)

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. What are your key learnings from the life of Sardar Patel?
2. Find out why he was given the title ‘Sardar?’

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:
1. Why is Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel called the Iron Man of India? Write about his
strength of character.
2. What was the strategy adopted by Sardar Patel at the time of independence?
3. What was the devious plan of the British before leaving India?

B. FIND THE MEANINGS OF THE FOLLOWING WORDS USING A
DICTIONARY:
1) accede

2) fragmented

3) merger

4) proposition

C. MATCH THE FOLLOWING
1.

The Chief Secretary of the States Ministry			

Hari Singh

2

Ruler of Jammu and Kashmir in early 1948		

Bharath Ratna

3.

Direct vote of all members of an electorate			

Vegetairanism

4.

India’ s highest civilian award					

Plebiscite

5.

Vallabhai Patel was a strong believer of			

P.V. Memon

D. PROJECTS
Enact a scene from Sardar Vallabhai Patel’s life.
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Arya Samaj - 3

Learning Objective
To understand the key principles of Arya Samaj

Parth and his Bhuvaji (Father’s elder sister in Hindi) had a conversation on the historical
context behind setting up of Arya Samaj and its key philosophy.
She explained to Parth that the Arya Samaj was set up in 1875 not as a separate religion, but
more as a movement to bring together people who believed in the true interpretation of the
Vedas – the true dharma, which lays emphasis on everyone acquiring Vidya (knowledge) and
empowerment of women and also strongly opposes casteism.
She also told him about how the Europeans, who were keen to establish themselves as custodians
of the rich Sanskrit literature, fabricated the theory that the so-called ‘Aryans’ invaded India.
The conversation continues between them...
Parth – I now understand the fabricated Aryan Invasion
theory. Then, who are these people who have their surname
as Arya?
Bhuvaji – As discussed, many of India’s problems stem
from casteism, which plagues it even today. We often try to
gauge the caste of a person from his or her last name and
immediately form a biased opinion. Also, the caste name
emanates based on the birth of the person in a particular
family rather than his level of education or profession. Swami Dayanand Saraswati felt that
it is best for people to have a neutral surname such as ‘Arya,’ i.e. a ‘noble person.’ Thus, none
will be able to identify the person’s caste from the name. He, thus advised all followers of the
Vedic philosophy to adopt their surname as ‘Arya’.
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Parth – It is a very powerful idea to tackle this
deep-rooted problem.
Parth – Bua, does Arya Samaj have a holy book?
Bhuvaji – Arya Samaj firmly believes in the
supremacy of the Vedas, which is the ultimate
source of knowledge. However, numerous
books have been written by various scholars
explaining different sub-topics in the Vedas.
Swami Dayanand Saraswati has been the most
prolific writer. He authored over 40 books. His
most famous book is: ‘Satyarth Prakash’ or the
‘The Light Of Truth’. It has been translated into
more than 20 languages including Sanskrit and
several foreign languages like English, French,
German, Swahili, Arabic and Chinese.
Parth – Does Arya Samaj believe in temples?
Bhuvaji – Yes. Arya Samaj believes that temples
should be centres of learning. People across all age groups should congregate at temples and
make an effort to learn the Vedic scriptures. Spiritual talks should be organized; meditation
and introspection sessions should be held; Agnihotra should be performed and devotional
songs should be sung. This is a life-long learning process and temples are the most appropriate
venues for facilitating it.
If you look at temples of Arya Samaj, they will be large open halls with an earmarked place
for performing Agnihotra. You can see the walls adorned with photographs of great rishis
and patriots. The entire Arya Samaj temple is accessible to anyone, irrespective of caste,
creed or gender. Unlike most other conventional temples, there would be no idols and no
inner sanctum.
Bhuvaji – You will also find 10 principles inscribed at all Arya Samaj temples.
1.

God is the original source of all that is true knowledge and all that is known
through knowledge.

2. God is Existent, has Consciousness and is Blissful. He is Formless, All-powerful,
Just, Merciful, Unborn (does not take birth), Infinite, Perfect (has no deficiency),
Beginning-less (neither has a beginning nor end), Incomparable (cannot be
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compared to anyone else as He is the only special One), the support of All, the
Lord of all, Is Present Everywhere in each minute particle, Knows Everything, Does
not age. He is Imperishable, Fearless, Eternal, Pure and Creator of the universe. He
alone must be worshipped.
3. The Vedas are the books of all TRUE knowledge. It is the paramount duty of all
Aryas to read them, to teach them to others, to listen to them and to recite them
to others.
4. All persons should always be ready to accept the truth and renounce the untruth.
5. All acts ought to be performed in conformity with dharma (Righteousness and
Duty), i.e. after due consideration of the truth and the untruth.
6. The primary object of the Arya Samaj is to do good to the whole world, i.e. to
promote the physical, spiritual and social progress of all humans.
7. Your dealings with all should be regulated by love and due justice in accordance
with the dictates of dharma (righteousness).
8. Avidyaa (illusion and ignorance) is to be dispelled, and Vidyaa (realization and
acquisition of knowledge) should be promoted.
9. None should remain satisfied with one’s own elevation only, but should incessantly
strive for the social upliftment of all, realizing one’s own elevation in the elevation
of others.
10. All persons ought to dedicate themselves necessarily for the social good and the
well–being of all, subordinating their personal interests. However, the individual is
free to enjoy the freedom of action for his own well-being.
Bhuvaji – If you read the Ten principles, you will find that they are completely secular. They
do not talk about any particular religion. Can you summarize the key messages covered in
the 10 Principles?
Parth – Sure Bhuvaji. Let me try.
• Supremacy of Vedas as the body of true knowledge.
• Qualities of God have been enumerated in great detail. Given the numerous
misconceptions about God, it is a critical principle.
• Urges everyone to have an open mind and be ready to accept Truth. One should
not get caught up in something only because it is being done by our forefathers. We
should think rationally and decide for ourselves.
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• We should conduct ourselves in tenets with Dharma (righteousness). Also, one
should subordinate personal interest for the well-being of all.
• Serving the society and ensuring the welfare of everyone is one of the core objectives
of life.
Bhuvaji – Very good, Parth. You have summarized it very well.

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1.

How did Swami Dayanand Saraswati tackle the problem of casteism concerning
one’s name?

2. Explain the purpose of a temple according to Arya Samaj?
3. Explain the physical appearance of the Arya Samaj temples?
4. Summarize the key messages covered in the 10 Principles.

Let’s Try This
Imagine you are Parth. After having spent considerable time with Bhuvaji, you finally begin
to get a perspective of the true Vedic principles and values as given by the Vedas, the era of
darkness under the Mughal and British rulers when the Vedas were misinterpreted and how
the Arya Samaj is working on war footing to overcome this issue. Write a letter to your sister
Pallavi about what you have learnt so far.
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Indian Military
History
Learning Objective
Gain an overview of the Indian Military history.

The Indian Armed Forces comprise of three professional uniformed services: Army, Navy
and Air Force, supported by paramilitary organizations including Border Security Force
(BSF), Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF),
Assam Rifles, Territorial Army, Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), etc.
The armed forces epitomize the ideals of service,
sacrifice, patriotism and the composite culture
of the country. With strength of over 14 lakh
active personnel, it is the world’s 2nd largest
military force after China. The President of
India serves as the formal Supreme Commander
of the Indian armed forces, while actual control
lies with the Executive headed by the Prime
Minister.
Amongst the armed forces, the Army is the
largest with over 12.37 lakh (86%) personnel,
followed by Air Force at 1.4 lakh (10%) and Navy at 67,000 (4%). India spends Rs. 3,00,000
crores on its defence forces annually. Of this, approximately Rs. 1,00,000 crore is spent
towards weapon systems and modernization. Rs. 2,00,000 crores is allocated towards salaries
and other day-to-day running costs.
A career in defence forces promises to be one of the most prestigious and respected positions
in the country. One can join the Indian Armed Forces immediately after school (only open to
boys) or after completing graduation (open to boys and girls).The three branches of the Indian
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Gallantry
Awards

War Time

Peace Time

Param Vir Chakra

Ashok Chakra

Maha Vir Chakra

Kirti Chakra

Vir Chakra

Shaurya Chakra

armed forces jointly operate the flagship
institution National Defence Academy
(NDA) at Khadakwasla near Pune which
nurtures bright young minds, straight
out of school, transforming them into
Officers. Students aspiring to join NDA
need to clear an entrance exam followed
by a 5-day strenuous interview. Unlike
other government institutions in India,
there is no provisions for reservations
based on caste or religion. Officers are
recruited based solely on merit.

Indian defence forces are very well-known for their grit and valour. Decorations are awarded
to them for extraordinary bravery and courage as well as distinguished service during times
of war and peace. These gallantry awards are announced twice a year - on the occasion of the
Republic Day and the Independence Day. They can be categorized into:
•

War Time Gallantry Awards: They are given during wars or battles. These
awards are given for the valour shown in the battlefield in the face of the enemy.
Order of precedence of these awards is the Param Vir
Chakra, the Mahavir Chakra and the Vir Chakra. A total of
20 Army and one Air Force personnel have been awarded the
Param Vir Chakra till date.

•

Peace Time Gallantry Awards: These are awarded for the
courage and bravery shown away from the battlefield. These
kinds of awards are generally given for counter-insurgency
operations, i.e. to neutralize
the terrorists trying to spread
Param Vir
violence in the country. Order of
Param Vir Chakra
precedence of these awards is the
Chakra
Ashoka Chakra, the Kirti Chakra,
and the Shaurya Chakra. A total of 84 Ashok Chakras
have been awarded till now.

Post our independence in August 1947, Indian military has fought five wars with
neighbouring countries (Four with Pakistan and one with China). These are the direct
conventional wars.
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Year

War
Against

Remarks

1947–48

Pakistan

Immediately after independence, India and Pakistan fought
a bitter war, also known as the first Kashmir War. Pakistan
attacked Jammu and Kashmir sending its troops disguised as
tribal militia. India successfully defended the oppressiveness
of the Pakistani Army and retained control over two-thirds of
Kashmir including, the Kashmir Valley, Jammu and Ladakh
regions. Pakistan, however, managed to gain control over onethird of Kashmir, which is today known as PoK. (Pakistan
occupied Kashmir)

1962

China

China attacked India. We were unprepared and completely taken
by surprise. It gave full opportunity to China to attack Aksai
Chin (easternmost part of Jammu and Kashmir) and some
parts of Arunachal Pradesh. It was a complete failure from
the Indian side, and India lost the war after suffering heavy
casualties. India ceded to China allowing them to acquire
control over most regions of Aksai Chin. (refer to the map
given below)

1965

Pakistan

Taking advantage of India’s weakened military power after the
1962 Indo-China war, Pakistan once again tried to infiltrate
into Kashmir on a large-scale with the objective of precipitating
an insurgency against the Indian rule. India retaliated by
launching a full-scale military attack. The 17-day war caused
thousands of casualties on both sides and witnessed the largest
engagement of armoured vehicles and the largest tank battle
since World War II. India successfully defended its territory.
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Year

War
Against

Remarks

1971

Pakistan

This was a direct military confrontation between India and
Pakistan during the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971.
Bangladesh, then East Pakistan wanted to be a new
Independent nation as they were treated unequally considering
they were 1,600 km away from the mainland- West Pakistan.
Discontent had been brewing right since 1947 when Pakistan
was formed. The Western Pakistan military tried to violently
crush the demand for independence, leading to millions of
deaths in East Pakistan. This, in turn, led to a huge influx
of refugees from East Pakistan into India (West Bengal).
India intervened diplomatically, but a full-scale war began
when Pakistan launched pre-emptive air strikes on 11 Indian
airbases on December 3, 1971, leading to India’s entry into
the war of independence in East Pakistan on the side of
Bangladesh nationalist forces. Lasting just 13 days, it is one
of the shortest wars in history. India decisively won the war.
Pakistan surrendered, and approximately 93,000 Pakistani
soldiers were taken as prisoners by the Indian army, though
they were released later.

1999

Pakistan

The Kargil War was an armed conflict between India and
Pakistan that took place between May and July 1999 in the
Kargil sector of Jammu and Kashmir and elsewhere along the
Line of Control (LoC). The cause of the war was once again
the infiltration by the Pakistani soldiers and Kashmiri militants
into positions on the Indian side of the LoC, which now serves
as the de facto border between the two countries. The conflict
is also referred to as ‘Operation Vijay’ which was the name of
the Indian operation to successfully clear the Kargil sector.
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The below picture shows the parts of Kashmir under control of India, Pakistan and China post
the 1947–48 and 1962 wars with Pakistan and China respectively.

Proxy War: Though India has not fought any full-scale direct war since 1999, our military
has constantly been engaged in a proxy war. Almost every day India faces a ceasefire violation
from the Pakistani side over the Kashmir issue, with firing across the Line of Control (LoC).
Pakistan has been routinely trying to send militants to India to launch terrorist attacks not only
in Kashmir but in different parts of the country. The Indian army retaliates by neutralizing
these militants as they try to cross into India along the LoC, and also occasionally conducts
surgical strikes to destroy the terrorist camps on the other side of the LoC. It is rather
unfortunate that India has been continuously drawn into military conflict with Pakistan.
(Acknowledgement – Articles available electronically on Wikipedia.org)

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Do you feel inspired and motivated to attempt the NDA entrance examination?
2. Have you ever been to Wagah Border in Amritsar? Find more about it.
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Let’s Do These Exercises
A. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. A career in defence forces promises_______________________________
2. Indian defence forces are known for their____________________________
3. Full form of LoC is________________________________________

B. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:
1. Write short notes on
a) NDA
b) Gallantry Awards (War time and Peace time)
c) Kargil War
2. Describe India-Pakistan wars in detail.
3. Why do we need the ‘Indian Armed Forces’?
4. ‘The value of discipline in day to day life is learnt’. Explain
5. What is patriotism?
6. What is the role played by Indian Army in nation building?

Activity
Make a chart on the Indian Army.

FACT
Google to find out how much money is allocated for defence spending
SEARCH in the Indian Budget.
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Desires – 2

Learning Objective
To Learn about the three types of desires

Kavya was having an interesting conversation with her Thakurda on desires. Based on Vedic
philosophy, Thakurda describes the different kinds of desires and the futility of chasing desires.
Kavya – Fulfilling one’s desire is a vicious cycle.
Our entire life is spent chasing our wants.
We get momentary happiness, but it vanishes
quickly without any lasting effect. It is like
being on a treadmill, wherein you keep running
and running but continue to remain at the same
place, getting nowhere. After many years of our
life journey, we finally realize that the ladder we
were climbing, was kept against the wrong wall.
Kavya – I can think of yet another analogy.
Chasing desires for happiness is akin to
following a mirage. You believe there is water at
a distance. We keep continuously running only
to realize that water seems further away.
Thakurda – Yes. Have you heard about Alexander?
Kavya – Oh yes, the Greek king who built a large empire.
Thakurda – Alexander, after conquering many kingdoms, was returning home. On the way,
he fell seriously ill. With death staring him in his face, Alexander realized how his conquests,
his great army, his sharp sword and all his wealth were of no consequence. He now longed to
reach home to see his mother’s face and bid her his last adieu. But, he had to accept the fact
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that his sinking health would not permit him to reach his
distant homeland. So, the mighty conqueror lay prostrate
and pale, helplessly waiting to breathe his last.
He called his generals and said, “I desire that when my
coffin is being carried to the grave, the path leading to the
graveyard be strewn with gold, silver and precious stones
which I have collected in my treasury. Also, I want both my
hands be kept dangling out of my coffin.”
The generals there wondered at the king’s strange wishes.
However, Alexander’s favourite general replied, “O king,
we assure you that all your wishes will be fulfilled. But tell
us why do you make such strange wishes?”
At this Alexander took a deep breath and said, “I would like the world to know of the key
lessons I have learnt now. I want the gold, silver to be strewn on the path to the graveyard
to tell people that not even a fraction of that wealth will accompany me upon my death. I
spent all my life with the greed of power, earning riches but alas, I cannot take anything with
me. Let people realize that it is a sheer waste of time to chase wealth. About my other wish
of having my hands dangling out of the coffin, I want people to know that I came empty
handed into this world and empty handed I leave.”
With these words, the king closed his eyes. Soon he let death conquer him and breathed his
last...
Kavya – This is quite intriguing. We all come empty handed and leave the world in the same
manner. We do not take anything along.
Thakurda – Yes Kavya. Happiness lies in experiencing internal peace and contentment.
Chasing desires is a never-ending, futile exercise. Unfortunately, we are all deeply woven into
this complex web.
Thakurda – Have you ever wondered what are the different types of desires? The Vedic
philosophy very aptly classifies them into three categories.
Kavya – What are they, Thakurda?
Thakurda – Desires are also known as ‘Aishnaas.’ The three different types are: (a) Vitha
(Wealth); (b) Putra (Relationships); (c) Loka (Fame)
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a) Desire for Wealth: Wealth in
this context refers to all material
possessions, including house,
clothes, food, cars, holidays, bank
balance etc. It can be understood as
all those materialistic possessions
that money can possibly buy.
b) Desire for Relationships: Human
beings have multiple relationshipsfather, mother, brother, sister, grandmother, grandfather, son, daughter, friend etc.
Presence of strong family bonds gives us immense comfort.
c) Desire for Fame: We all like to become famous, though we may not always feel
comfortable admitting it. Fame is deeply attractive because you believe that once
you are famous, wherever you go, your good reputation will precede you. People
will think well of you. You will be safe from rejection. Therefore, secretly, the idea
of being famous has great appeal.
Kavya – Should we do away with all desires?
Thakurda – Ideally yes, Kavya.
Kavya – But then, how will we survive? Don’t we need a house, clothes, food etc. for our
living?
Thakurda – Your question is valid. There are two aspects to this:
A. Reduce your needs: We all tend to consume far more than what we actually need
in our lives. We should always try to minimize our wants. The lesser you consume,
the better it is. Every time you want to purchase something, think about it – Do I
really need this? Is there a better alternative use for this money?
B. Utilize whatever you need to, with a sense of detachment. When we say that we
should not have desires, we refer to the strong sense of attachment associated with
it.
Kavya – Can you elaborate further, please?
Thakurda – You may make use of various materialistic things in your everyday life as per
your need. What really matters is whether you are attached to those possessions. If these
possessions vanish from your life, will you get very upset?
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Thakurda – Let us take an example. You
need to travel within a city from Point
A to Point B which is very far. There is a
local train available between the two points
which will get you there relatively quickly
and will also cost you less. Though safe,
the journey will, however, cause you some
inconvenience as you will need to walk to
the station, stand in a queue to purchase
the ticket, wait for the train to come, board
a crowded train etc. Now, since you have the money, you do not want to put yourself
through any inconvenience. Therefore you decide to take an air-conditioned cab which will
cost you 5 times more and double the time. In this case, you are merely fulfilling your desire
for physical comfort.
We need to look at various materialistic things around us, more as a tool for us to lead our
lives rather than making them our core objective.
Kavya – I remember, my teacher keeps advising us: ‘Eat to Live’ rather than ‘Live to Eat.’
Thakurda – Exactly. We should eat because we need to lead a healthy life. Food gives us the
required energy to perform our daily duties. We should have a variety of vegetables, pulses,
cereals fruits, dry fruits, milk, occasional sweets, etc., to keep ourselves fit. But people who
consistently overeat or eat only unhealthy food due to taste, are ‘Living to eat.’ They are not
doing justice to their own lives.

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. According to your understanding of the lesson where does true happiness lie?
2. What message did Alexander want to convey to the world?
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Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. We come to this world empty handed and leave this world (empty / full) handed.
2. Everyone wants to become (famous / infamous) because one’s good reputation
follows everywhere one goes. This desire is called as (Putra / Loka) Aishnaa.
3. We need to (maximize / minimize) our needs so that we consume responsibly.
4. We should utilize things with a sense of (attachment / detachment).
5. Vitha Aishnaa refers to (non-materialistic / materialistic) possession that one
(can / cannot) buy with money.

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Happiness lies in experiencing ________________and__________________.
2. There are three types of desires namely__________________, ______________
and___________________.
3. Alexander’s last desire to keep his hand dangling out the coffin indicated that
_______________________.
4. Chasing desires for happiness is like following a_________________wherein
we believe that water is there at a distance but later on we realize that it is
_____________________.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. The desire for material goods is called Vitha Aishnaa.
2. We should ‘Live to Eat’ rather than ‘Eat to live’ to lead a healthy and happy life.
3. Chasing wealth for the entire life is a sheer waste of time and energy.
4. When we take an air-conditioned cab from Point A to Point B instead of a local
train we are saving money and time.
5. We should use things more as a tool for us to lead our lives rather than making
them our core objective.
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Let’s Have Fun
Make a list of things that you “WANT” and “NEED.” Think about how you can reduce
your wants and utilize only those things that you actually need.

Wants

Needs
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Animal Cruelty - 3
Learning Objective
To develop empathy for animals

Charan’s Nanamma (Grandmother in Telugu) was explaining to him different reasons why
animals are exploited- Food,Clothing, Experimentation and Entertainment. There is one another
reason as well.
Nanamma – Animals like dogs, cats etc. are great companions, and can promote psychological
and physical health benefits in their owners. However, we should be careful about not
exploiting animals in the process.
Charan – Dogs have a great time with their
owners, isn’t it?
Nanamma – But where do you think owners
pick up their pets from?
Charan – Mostly from pet shops. There are
numerous online websites as well from where
we can adopt these dogs.
Nanamma – And you pay quite a price for it,
in lakhs of rupees! Remember, there is immense cruelty meted out to these animals by most
pet shops. The dogs are bred and treated very cruelly before they are ready to be displayed
for customers to buy them. Also known as Puppy mills, these are large-scale commercial dog
breeding operations wherein profit is given priority over the well-being of the dogs. Dogs are
housed in overcrowded and unsanitary conditions without adequate veterinary care, food,
water or socialization.
It is indeed best to adopt dogs from various animal shelters where stray, lost, abandoned or
surrendered animals, sometimes sick or wounded, are kept and rehabilitated. It indeed does
not even cost you anything to adopt a dog from there.
But the irony is that most pet owners are only looking to ‘buy’ a dog that serves as a ‘status
symbol’. It isn’t the connection that you make with a living being that matters to them,
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but it is the physical appearance and price tag
attached to the dog.
Also, sometimes people adopt pets out of
enthusiasm but soon realize that they are a
burden to be taken care of. There are numerous
instances of dogs being abandoned and left to
die inside vacant buildings or apartments. Dogs
are left howling or barking for several hours and days.
Charan – Nanamma, is keeping fish in aquariums also cruel?
Nanamma – What is your instinct?
Charan – If I were a creature, I wouldn’t want to spend my entire life locked up in just one
house or a room.
Nanamma – That is right. Robbed of their natural habitats (ocean, river, lake, pond etc.)
they are denied their right to travel freely. They must swim around endlessly in the same
few cubic inches of water. The tanks are often barren, containing no sand, no rocks and no
plants - nothing that remotely resembles anything in
the animals’ natural homes. They are also subjected to
the constant glare of artificial lights and the droning
of pump motors, and because they sometimes fail to
recognize that the glass that holds them in is a barrier,
they often sustain facial injuries after swimming into
it.
Animals in cages have been known to become
frustrated, banging their heads and going insane. So
the need to have freedom isn’t just a human one. I
don’t know how a fish exactly feels, but the kind of
lives they have in aquariums is definitely not pleasant.
Charan – Why do human beings still keep aquariums?
Nanamma – In most cases, it is ignorance. They mistakenly believe that fish is in a secured
environment with food being provided to them regularly and they are away from predators.
However, as we discussed, there is a huge value of freedom. Even if we are offered the best of
comforts, we will not want to be restricted to a single room for our entire life.
Charan – I completely agree Nanamma. I was feeling so frustrated during the Coronavirus
lockdown as I could not go out. My movement was restricted within my small home. It was
like being imprisoned, though we had access to all basic necessities.
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Nanamma – That is so true, Charan. The
Coronavirus lockdown gave us humans a glimpse
of how animals feel when caged, though we may
have provided them enough food & water.
Our scriptures teach us compassion for animals.
We as human beings have been endowed with
superior intelligence. It is the moral responsibility
of human race to take care of animals who are
not as intelligent and powerful as we are. But
they have the same emotions of love, happiness,
sorrow and pain. You can often see animals also
crying just like us, humans. Indeed, Mahatma Gandhi, who always stood for non-violence,
had remarked - ‘The greatness of a nation can be judged by the way its animals are treated’.
Charan – This sounds too idealistic.
Nanamma – No Charan, this is indeed a very
profound statement. He meant to give us the
message that a nation wherein people treat even
the powerless, mute creatures around them with
compassion, would never ever think of killing or
ill-treating their fellow human beings. They will thus follow the path of true dharma. The
very first mantra of Yajur Veda also says:
अघ्न्या यजमानस्य पशून पाहि
“Aghnyaa yajamaanasya pashoon pahi”
Meaning: “O human! animals are Aghnya—not to be killed. Protect the animals.”
Charan – What about animal sacrifice? I heard a friend say that Vedas promote animal
sacrifice on specific occasions.
Nanamma – Absolutely not. Vedic mantras have been misinterpreted by certain so-called
scholars who have not understood the context of the mantra. Vedas strongly promote a
symbiotic relationship of care and love towards all animals.
It is rather sad that out of ignorance, animal sacrifice is practised in many temples even today.
One such glaring example is the Gadhimai festival, held once every five years, at the Hindu
temple in Bariyarpur in Nepal which sees tens of thousands of animals being sacrificed.
Charan – But how did it all start?
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Nanamma – The tradition dates back to a priest who was told about 250 years ago in a
dream that spilt blood would encourage Gadhimai, the Hindu goddess of power, to free
him from prison. Since then this festival is being celebrated. About 200,000 animals were
brutally killed during the last Gadhimai festival in 2015.
Both humans and animals are children of the same God. Will Almighty want us to kill an
animal just to please Him?
Charan – Absolutely not!
Nanamma – There is some flicker of hope now with temple authorities realizing that people
have been victimized by superstition and have decided to stop this gruesome practice during
the next festival in 2019.
Nanamma – Most countries have laws against animal cruelty, including India. It is a positive
development that the Indian courts are now taking up this issue more seriously. For instance,
recently a man was arrested for tying a monkey upside down and mercilessly thrashing it to
death with a stick.
However, the awareness of animal laws continues to be abysmally low. People do not even
report cruelty cases to the police. We need numerous animal activists, who can speak for
these mute creatures. Age does not matter. Even children can play this role very well and
inspire adults not to engage in any form of animal cruelty.
These words penned below very aptly epitomize the pain, the suffering that millions of
animals endure at the hand of humans every single day.
“Unseen they suffer, unheard they cry,
In Agony they linger, in loneliness, they die,
Does it mean anything to you or anyone who passes by?”
Acknowledgement–Adapted partially from www.petaindia.com

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Do you agree that animals too have feelings? How can we help these innocent
creatures to lead a more comfortable life?
2. Write a short note on Puppy Mills.
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3. Animals do not belong to the ‘thing’ category. Explain.
4. Is it ethical to eat animals? Conduct a talk show in class about the same.

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. Most pets are picked up from (streets / pet shops).
2. The mantra says that animals (should not / should) be killed.
3. Vedas (do not / do) promote animal sacrifice.
4. Gadhimai festival is held every (four / five) years at the Hindu temple in (India /
Nepal).

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. The best way to adopt dogs is from various__________________where stray,
_______________, ________________are kept and _________________.
2. Sometimes people adopt pets out of ____________________but soon they realize
that they are a burden and they____________________them.
3. Fishes living in aquarium are subjected to______________________and
___________________.
4. Humans are endowed with_____________________and it is the moral
responsibility of humans to___________________of animals.
5. Animals are great____________________and can promote__________________
and _________________benefits in their owners.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Pet owners buy only those dogs which serve as a ‘status symbol.’
2. Animals do not require freedom as they can be happy with their virtual habitat.
3. Animals have the same emotions of love, happiness, sorrow and pain as we humans
have.
4. The issue of Animal Cruelty has been taken up seriously in our country as recently
a man was arrested for tying a monkey upside down and mercilessly thrashing it to
death with a stick.
5. Vedas promote a symbiotic relationship of care and love towards all animals.
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Pancha Maha
Yajnya – Pitra Yajnya
Learning Objective
Give unconditional love to parents and grandparents

Nani was explaining about Pancha Maha Yajnya, as prescribed by the Vedas. Brahma Yajnya
(Meditation) and Dev Yajnya (Agnihotra) were the first two. Find out what the next one is.
Nani – So, the third Yajnya is ‘Pitra Yajnya.’ What can you possibly guess by the word
‘Pitra’?
Agasti – Is it related to ‘Pita,’ which in few
languages means ‘Father’?
Nani – Yes, that is partially right. The word
‘Pitra’ here refers to our elders, including
parents, grandparents, teachers and other
relatives. Pitra Yajnya is nothing but, we
should respect and assist our elders in all
possible ways, every day. It is our bounden
duty.
Nani – It is rather unfortunate that as we grow up, we tend to ignore our elders. We love our
parents during our childhood because they do so much for us. They provide for all comforts
in life, including food, clothing, shelter, education and above all true love. However, slowly
our bonding with our parents decreases.
Think about it! As a 2-year old, if you cannot see your mother even for a few minutes, you
feel a great sense of insecurity. You start crying, yearning to hug her and feel secure.
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Agasti – Yes, Nani. Indeed, the other day I
was noticing the kindergarten children in our
school. It was their first day. They just did not
want to leave their parents. The teachers almost
forcefully took them inside the class.
Nani – Soon you start growing up. In the initial
years, you go home and cannot wait to share
everything with your parents, regarding what
happened at school. Slowly, things begin to
change. You start having your own secrets. Sometimes friends become more important. Isn’t
that true?
Agasti – Yes, Nani.
Nani – One more interesting aspect develops in you. You start judging your own parents.
You start comparing them with parents of other children.
Agasti – Yes, we do tend to compare based on wealth. We compare ourselves based on the
kind of things we carry to school, places we go to during our holidays, the colour dresses we
sometimes wear to school etc.
Nani – Also, we tend to judge our parents based on their education level and social status.
Many children have an inferiority complex because they feel their parents are not as well
educated as parents of other children in their class.
Nani – Indeed, the whole definition of being educated or not, boils down to knowing
English. If our parents can speak English and if that is the mode of communication at home
as well, we feel very proud. We tend to believe that we are an educated family!
Agasti – What you are saying is so true! This is precisely how many of us tend to think.
Indeed, I must admit that many of us feel uncomfortable with our parents visiting the
school for Parent teacher meetings or other functions if they cannot speak well in English.
Nani – That is a sad state of affairs. Yes, English is an important language to know in today’s
context but not at the cost of ignoring our own mother tongue.
Nani – Also remember, according to Vedas, only that person is educated who imbibes key
human values like honesty, integrity, compassion, non-violence, patience, hardwork etc.
A person who probably is a daily wage earner, is far more educated if he is ‘value driven,’
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compared to a doctor, lawyer, businessman or a senior bureaucrat roaming about in a luxury
car and speaking English with a polished accent, but having none of these values.
Agasti – Nani, isn’t this very idealistic?
Nani – Yes it may sound so. But then this is the absolute truth.
Nani – Most of us are becoming very transaction oriented, influenced by the everyday
world around us. Once we grow up, finish our education and start earning, we physically
and emotionally move further away from our parents. We are no longer dependent on
them financially or otherwise. But they become dependent on us. They retire from their
professions and keep getting older. They often fall sick and have special needs. At such a
juncture, we start seeing them as a burden. This is the ignorance that envelopes us. We fail
to understand the concept of unconditional love.
Nani – When children are young, they ‘stay with the parents.’ When parents get old,
and children become adults, they often comment: ‘My parents stay with me.’ The tacit
difference conveys a lot!
Agasti – Yes Nani. One day, my best friend, Ashok, was very sad in school. When I enquired,
he mentioned that his grandmother was going away to stay in an old-age home.
Nani – Agasti, this is happening all around. The number of old-age or retirement homes is
increasing. I am also saddened to say that the incidents of ignoring our elders is higher in
so-called English speaking educated families who live in urban areas.
Nani – However, people still believe in performing numerous religious ceremonies after the
death of a person. It is called ‘Shraaddh.’ It is supposedly a ritual accomplished to satisfy
one’s ancestors.
Agasti – Oh yes! One of my friends did take leave recently. He mentioned that there is a
ceremony at home as it’s the death anniversary of his grandfather.
Nani – ‘Shraaddh’ has evolved from the word ‘Shraddha,’ originally a Sanskrit word, which
means any act that is performed with all sincerity and faith.
Agasti – Is this the ‘Pitra Yajnya’ as prescribed by the Vedas?
Nani – No Agasti. ‘Pitra Yajnya’ is only about respecting elders and taking care of their needs
when they are alive. After death, the soul leaves the body and takes rebirth based on its
Karma. There is no convincing logic of having rituals after death to satisfy one’s ancestors.
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Nani – Old people want their children and grandchildren to spend time with them. They
like to share their experiences which is greatly beneficial for the younger generation. This is
what makes them truly satisfied.
Agasti – I understand Nani. Also, I have another question. Can I ask?
Nani – Yes. Sure.
Agasti – At times, our elders may have wrong views. Should we simply accept it out of
respect for them?
Nani – This is a wonderful question. Obviously, you first need to genuinely understand as
to why their view is incorrect. In many cases, it could just be our inability to appreciate their
perspective. However, if you still strongly feel that they are caught up in some superstitious
beliefs, then it is fine to put forward your viewpoint, but with a sense of humility. We should
always side with the truth, but not in an arrogant way. I hope this helps clarify your doubt.
Agasti – Thank you Nani! I feel so lucky to be able to spend time with you. I am also glad
my parents stay with you.

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Do you feel that talking fluently in a particular language elevates you as a human
being?
2. We should always be attached to our roots and be proud of who we are irrespective
of our economic status. Do you agree?

Answer The Following
1. What is the difference between being literate and being educated? How can we
educate ourselves to be sensitive towards the feelings of others?
2. How can we show unconditional love towards our parents? Write in your own
words.
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3. Is it morally and ethically correct to leave our parents in an old-age home especially
when they need us the most? Think about this question and answer in your own
words.
4. Elderly people need our time, love and concern only. Do you agree? How much of
quality time do you spend with your parents / grandparents at home?
5. How can you make your mother / father feel special? Make a list of things which
she/he likes to do? Try to do one such thing every day to make them happy.

Express Yourself!
Write about some qualities in your grandparents which inspire you to become like them
when you grow up. You can use the hints given.
Hint [concern for the family- unconditional love: wisdom: kind-hearted- storytelling sessionspreparing delicious food..]

Lets Do!
Visit an old-age home with your family/friends and observe how your love, concern and
interaction can make a difference in their lives.

Activity
List five ways by which you can help your parents at home.
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Demystifying
Death – 2

11

Learning Objectives
To help grasp the concept of after-life
To understand the differences between body and soul
Darsh’s Ajji passed away recently. Numerous questions arose in his mind around this mystery called
death. Darsh’s Ajja was having an engaging conversation with him explaining to him the nuances...
Darsh – You mentioned earlier that this body is a machine, similar to a car.
Ajja – Yes Darsh, that is right!
Darsh – So, does a car also have a soul?
Ajja – No. This is precisely the difference between us and the car. You and I have consciousness,
i.e. the soul. The car does not have one.
Ajja – You feel happy and sometimes sad as well, don’t you?
Darsh – Yes Ajja.
Ajja – Does the car also have these emotions – feelings like being happy or sad?
Darsh – No Ajja. Obviously, a car does not feel so. It is a non-living thing.
Ajja – Absolutely. A living thing has a body and a soul. A non-living thing has only the body,
but no soul. Since it is non-living, it does not have emotions either. It neither feels happy
nor sad. It does not feel any pleasure or pain.
Darsh – Does the soul not die, Ajja?
Ajja – No Darsh. This soul is immortal. This never dies.
Darsh – So, this means Ajji has not died?
Ajja – Well, both ‘Yes’ and ‘No.’ Her body no longer exists in the same form that we used
to see all these years. Her body was cremated. It was converted into ashes, which was then
buried. However, her soul did not die. The soul has only departed from her body.
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Darsh – What is this body made up of Ajja?
Ajja – This body is made of up of five elements: Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space, also
known as Pancha Maha-Bhoota.
Darsh – What do you mean when you say that body no longer exists in the same form?
Ajja – When the person dies, we cremate the body. The body changes form by being
converted into its basic elements, i.e. the Pancha Maha-Bhoota.
Ajja – Let me give you another example. There is this
table. What will happen if you crush it?
Darsh – It will be broken into smaller pieces.
Ajja – You further break it down with a hammer. You
then grind the small pieces. What happens now?
Darsh – It will become like a powdery substance.
Ajja – Now, you will no longer call this a table, will you? But the components that make up
the table are still around in the form of powder.
Darsh – Oh yes, I remember reading in a book: ‘Matter can neither be created nor
destroyed. It only changes from one state to another.’
Ajja – Absolutely. Your Ajji’s body changed from the form of a human body to ashes.
Darsh – Where is her soul now, Ajja?
Ajja – We human beings cannot find that out. This
entire world is administered by the Almighty God. He
decides on the next journey of the soul. The soul will be
directed to the body of another to-be-born living being.
Darsh – I now understand the concept Ajja.
Ajja – Have you heard about this beautiful shloka
from the Bhagavad Gita? Shri Krishna counsels
to Arjuna who got very emotional, looking at his
relatives whom he was supposed to kill. Arjuna feared
death. That is when Shri Krishna remarked:
नैनं छिन्दन्ति शस्त्राणि नैनं दहति पावकः।
न चैनं क्लेदयन्त्यापो न शोषयति मारुतः॥
Bhagavad Gita | Chapter 2 | Shloka 23
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Nainam Chindanti Shastraani Nainam Dahati Pavakah
Na Chainam Kledayantyapo Na Shosayati Maarutah
Meaning: The soul can never be cut into pieces by any weapon, nor can it be burned by fire, nor
moistened by water, nor withered by the wind. The soul will remain forever.
Darsh – So my Ajji’s soul will remain forever.
Ajja – Yes, Darsh.
Ajja – Remember life is like a journey on a train. We spend
time together with the co-passengers during the journey. As
the train passes through various stations, we have travellers
who board the train and alight as well. However, the journey
continues!
Darsh – What are you referring to when you say that
passengers keep boarding and alighting ?
Ajja – Darsh, this is a philosophical way to look at life.
When you were born, you were like a new passenger who
boarded this train. We all welcomed you. When your Ajji
died, she symbolically alighted from this train. We were very
saddened, but the journey still goes on. And one fine day, I
will also alight from this train.
Darsh – So, you mean you will also die someday, Ajja?
Ajja – Yes, Darsh. We all have to die one day or the other. Nothing is permanent. No one
lives forever with the same body that gets older day by day. But our soul continues to live
forever.
Darsh felt much better now. He felt relieved to know that what happened to Ajji is in a way, a
normal occurrence in life. Her soul is still very much alive. Only her body has changed form.

Time To Learn
Let’s Understand
Recall a memory of someone who has passed away. Now imagine you can talk to them. Ask
them about life after death.
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Let’s Talk About These
1. What according to Ajja is the difference between a living thing and a non-living
thing?
2. What is the body made up of?
3. How does Shri Krishna explain the permanent nature of the soul to Arjuna in
Bhagavad Gita?
4. Why does Ajja compare the life journey to a train journey?
5. At the end of the lesson, Darsh feels much relieved and feels many of his questions
were answered. Do you agree? Justify your answer.

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. TICK THE CORRECT ANSWERS:
1. Our body is (mortal / immortal) whereas the soul is (mortal / immortal).
2. A car is a non-living thing because it (does not / does have) consciousness.
3. The beautiful mantra that explains about the soul comes from Bhagavad Gita,
Chapter (17 / 2) | Shloka (23 / 32).
4. As matter changes from one form to another, Ajji’s body changed from the form of
human body to (soul / ashes).
5. The car (does / does not) have emotions.

B. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Our body is a combination of five elements namely _______________,
________________,
___________________,
_______________
and
_______________ forming the Pancha Maha-Bhoota.
2. The Shloka from Bhagavad Gita explains that the soul can never be cut into
pieces by__________________, nor can it be burned by______________, nor
______________by water, nor_______________ by the wind, the soul will exist
forever.
3. Shri Krishna counsels Arjuna because he got very________________ looking at
his relatives on the battlefield whom he was supposed to________________.
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4. According to the law of conservation of matter, matter can neither be ________
nor_______________________. It only changes from _______________to
another.
5. Soul never dies but once the soul____________________from the body the
person is considered to be dead.

C. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Ajja made Darsh understand that nothing is permanent and everyone has to die
one day or the other.
2. The car has both body and soul.
3. Life is like a train journey wherein new passengers board (birth) and some passengers
alight (death), but the journey still goes on.
4. The entire world is administered by God who decides the next journey for the soul.

Let’s Do!
Our body is made of five elements known as the Pancha Maha Bhoota. Complete the
flowchart given below by filling each box with one element of the Pancha Maha Bhoota.
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Native Indian
Cows
Learning Objective
Understand the significance of the cow in providing
nourishment for human beings

Atharva’s Paatti (Grandmother in Tamil) was explaining to him, the various ways in which
cow is useful for humans. Apart from dairy products, the cow dung is also a rich source of manure,
enabling farmers to return to ‘organic farming.’
Atharva was quite surprised to know about different ways in which cow nourishes us, humans.
No wonder, the Vedic literature refers to cow as ‘Gaumata’. Paatti wanted to discuss another
important aspect….
Paatti – Did you know that cows have many different breeds?
Atharva – What exactly do we mean by a breed?
Paatti – A breed is a specific group of animals having homogeneous appearance,
homogeneous behaviour, and other characteristics that distinguish it from another group of
animals of the same species.
Atharva – So, does it mean that there are cows of different types?
Paatti – Yes. India historically has 37 pure cattle breeds. These have existed in India over the
last several centuries. Five of these — Gir, Sahiwal, Red Sindhi, Tharparkar and Rathi —
have also been known for their milking prowess.
Paatti – Let me take you back to the 1950s to explain a key development in the Indian
dairy industry. India had just emerged from ruthless exploitation by the British during their
200 years of rule in India. Poverty was widespread. More importantly, we were yet to come
out of the colonial mindset. Whatever the western world advised, was blindly looked up to
and acknowledged.
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Atharva – Paatti, I guess that is partially true today as well.
Paatti – Yes. That’s right. Back then in the 1950s, we possessed amongst the world’s largest
cattle herd, but typically, the cows were malnourished due to limited availability of food,
and therefore their milk yield was relatively low. All we should have done was to help small
farmers increase their cows’ food and water intake which would have had the desired results,
i.e. increasing the milk yield.
Paatti – But at this juncture, our blind appreciation for the Western world and our own
inferiority complex, led us to adopt a very different approach. We were made to believe that
our native breeds were inherently of very poor quality. Therefore, to increase our milk yield,
they had to be cross-bred with exotic breeds from Europe. The European countries sponsored
multiple overseas trips for officials from the Indian Animal Husbandry department and
showed them the ‘scientific’ approach being adopted by them.
Atharva – What happened then?
Paatti – They slowly and steadily introduced their own breeds in India - Jersey and Holstein
Friesian (HF). Yes, there was an increase in milk output in the short term. But, we completely
missed the point that native Indian breeds had adopted to Indian climatic conditions over
several centuries and required minimal maintenance related to specific shelters, medicines
etc. However, these exotic breeds required to be kept in very high-cost, air-cooled, all-weather
shelters, and required expensive stall feeding and medical care.
This practice was followed more indiscriminately with every passing decade. Over time, it
has triggered a two-pronged crisis. On the one hand, it has set off systemic destruction of the
indigenous Indian cow, which includes precious breeds developed over a millennium. On the
other hand, the new exotic crossbreeds have not adapted well enough to Indian conditions.
In theory, these crossbreeds are capable of very high milk yields, but their capacity suffers
drastically as the cows are very vulnerable to tropical weather and diseases.
Paatti – There is another concurrent development that took place in last few decades, which
makes the entire situation even more paradoxical.
Atharva – What is that?
Paatti – In 1960, Brazil imported three cattle breeds from India: Gir, Kankrej and Ongole.
They ensured proper nourishment and gradually developed a large herd that is today famous
globally for producing very high-quality milk, some clocking over 60 litres of milk/day. Even
the US has developed a well-known breed called ‘Brahman’, selectively bred from Indian
breeds like Kankrej and Ongole. So, while the Indian farmers were misguided to abandon
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their cows on the roads by spreading the notion that they yield less milk, other countries
have developed resilient breeds from native Indian cattle.
Paatti – There were many warning signs from the beginning, but unfortunately, few took
heed of them. For instance, in the 1980s, a herd of Holstein Friesians capable of 8,000-kg
per lactation was bought from abroad. But once they landed in Bengaluru, the animals
refused to eat. So their feed too had to be imported. When the cows were finally milked,
the yield was a sad 2,200 kg. Same was the story with Danish Jerseys brought around the
same time to Koraput in Odisha. According to a senior retired bureaucrat, who was part of
the ‘Operation Flood’ team in-charge of increasing milk production in the country, “policymakers trained in the West persisted with their love of European breeds. Frequent foreign
sojourns to procure cattle kept the babus happy.”
Atharva – This has been so unfortunate for the country.
Paatti – Atharva, you have still not heard the worst implication of this strategic error
committed by us.
Atharva – What is that, Paatti?
Atharva – In the last 20 years, very important research has gained ground, declaring that
based on the breed of the cow, milk can be categorized into two types: A1 milk and A2 milk.
Atharva (laughing): This sounds like my school grades! A1 must be the superior quality of
milk compared to A2.
Paatti – No. It is indeed the other way round. Let me explain this in detail.
As you know, milk is rich in calcium and protein. Beta
Casein (a type of protein in milk) is of two types: A1 and
A2. Milk that primarily contains A1 Beta casein is referred
to as ‘A1 milk’ and is proven to have several harmful health
effects, including diabetes, autism and heart diseases. ‘A2
milk’ is instead proven to be extremely healthy. And can
you guess, which are the cows universally acknowledged
to produce A2 milk?
Atharva (hesitatingly): Is it the native Indian breeds?
Paatti – Yes. Native Indian and African breeds produce A2
milk; most exotic breeds like Jersey and Holstein Friesian
produce only A1 milk. There was a landmark book written
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in 2007 by Keith Woodford, a New Zealand Professor, called: ‘Devil in the Milk: Illness,
Health and Politics of A1 and A2 milk’ which details the harmful effects of A1 milk.
Atharva – So, how do we identify which is A1 milk and which is A2 milk?
Paatti – In many parts of Europe, Australia, New Zealand and the US, A2 milk is branded
separately and sold at a premium of almost 50%. Unfortunately, in India, the awareness is still
low, though people are now beginning
to understand the difference.
Atharva – How can we identify the
native Indian breeds that produce A2
milk?
Paatti – It is easy to identify in most
cases. In native breeds, you will find a
hump, a rounded protuberance found
on the back. Also, there will be a flap
of skin beneath the neck. Both these
features will generally be absent in the
exotic breeds: Jersey and HF.

A2 milk being branded and sold separately
in European Supermarkets

Atharva – This is an eye-opener for me Paatti! But then, if the world realizes the seriousness
of the issue, why don’t all producers change over to A2 milk immediately?
Paatti – It is a good question. But this just cannot happen overnight. There are millions of
Jersey, HF and other cows globally, which are currently producing A1 milk and it is being
sold. If A1 milk is abruptly stopped, so many companies and farmers will incur significant
losses. They will just not allow this to happen. On the other hand, how will you be able to
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get so many A2 milk-producing cows in a short period? Developing a breed is a biological
process and will take its own time.
Atharva – So, are we essentially stuck?
Paatti – Yes. That’s true. But even now, if there is enough awareness and consumers start
demanding A2 milk, the producers in India will need to change. They will then go back to
our native Indian breed of cows!

Think
BOX

What do you think when you see cow on the roads?

Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Name the five pure Indian cattle breeds that are known for their milking prowess.
2. What did the Brazil and US do by importing cows into their country? How were
they benefited?
3. What has been the impact of Western influence on cow breeds in India?
4. What steps can be taken to spread the awareness of A2 milk in the society?

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. The milk yield of a cow becomes low because of_____________________.
2. The
two
breeds
of cow introduced in India by the Europeans were
______________ and______________which______________the milk output
in a short time.
3. Milk contains a type of protein called__________________whose presence in A1
milk causes_______________________.
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4. A native breed has__________________on the back and__________________
beneath the neck.
5. The practice of cross-breeding has led to destruction of ________________
_________________.

B. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. Since A2 milk is healthier than A1 milk, many countries brand A2 milk separately
and sell it at a premium of almost 50%.
2. Holstein Friesians was capable of 8,000-kg per lactation but when bought to
Bengaluru it yielded only 2,200 kg due to change in feed, and climatic conditions.
3. A breed is a specific group of animals having homogenous appearance, behavior
and other characteristics that distinguishes it from other group of animals of the
same species.
4. The exotic breeds adapted themselves easily in the Indian climatic conditions and
required minimal maintenance.
5. Native Indian and African breeds produce A1 milk while exotic breeds like Jersey
and Holstein Friesian produce only A2 milk.

C. PROJECTS
Make a chart of Indian breeds of Cow.

Let’s Do!
Visit nearby cattle and see how a milkman is milking the cow. Also help him in the
process

Fact
Search

Find out more information and make a chart of Indian breeds
of cow
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Dilasa –
‘Ray of Hope’
Learning Objective

Understand the importance of farmers and their everyday
struggles
“Maharashtra reports 2,414 farmer suicides in January-October (2017) period.”
screamed the morning newspaper. Gaurav read the headlines and was quite shocked. He discussed
this with his Tauji (Father’s elder brother in Hindi).
Gaurav – Tauji, 2,414 farmers ended their lives in last 10 months! But why did they do so?
Tauji – Primarily due to financial problems.
Gaurav – Farmers are unable to earn enough?
Tauji – Their earning is very
uncertain. They carry a huge
amount of risk. The rains may fail,
or there could be a pest attack due
to which both quantum and quality
of produce drops significantly. At
times, they may have good products
may end up being unable to sell it
in the market for the expected price,
which reduces their earnings. Farmers also borrow money from the local moneylenders,
paying very high rates of interest.
Tauji – The suicides are thus due to indebtedness, drought, crop failure and social as well
as medical expenses that farmers have to incur. When the going gets very tough, they,
unfortunately, take the extreme step.
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Gaurav – That’s very sad.
Tauji – Yes. Farmers are very important for any country. They help us procure food- our
basic requirement. Staying in cities, we tend to take food availability for granted, but that
is not the case. Indeed, India faced an acute food shortage during the Indo-Pakistan War in
1965. Our former Prime Minister, Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, then appealed to all Indians to
observe fast every Monday. Even today, 1 in 9 people on Earth go to bed hungry each night.
Gaurav – If my memory serves me correctly, it was Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri who gave us the
slogan -‘Jai Jawaan, Jai Kisaan’ (‘Hail the Soldier, Hail the Farmer’).
Tauji – That is right. To understand the reason behind the plight of our farmers, let me
explain to you certain key characteristics of Indian agriculture.
There are two types of farmlands – Irrigated and rain-dependent. Irrigated farms have a
specific water supply source like a nearby river, from where water is channelized to the farms
through pipes, primarily using electricity.
The rain-fed farms are not connected to any specific water supply source. They are completely
dependent on the rains. 60% of India’s total cropped area is rain-dependent.
Gaurav – So, this creates a tricky situation. No rains imply low produce. Considering the
climate change problem, the rain pattern must also be increasingly erratic.
Tauji – Absolutely. The problem has become even more acute with our farmers ignoring
simple, sustainable agricultural practices.
Tauji – In this context, let me tell you about a very simple, unassuming person called
Madhukar Dhas who helped thousands of farmers in the Vidarbha and Marathwada
districts of Maharashtra, rediscover these agricultural practices. He set up ‘Dilasa’ – an
NGO in 1994, which aptly means ‘Ray of Hope.’
Madhukar realized that most of the rainwater that naturally fell on the fields flows away as
it is a hilly terrain and the fields are uneven. Thus, based on the slope of the field, water just
flows in a particular direction. Overall,
not only is there a loss of water, but also,
the soil gets erodes along with the flowing
rainwater.
Dilasa thus adopted a two-pronged
approach.
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•

Build small ‘bunds’ on the fields using natural material,
which to an extent helps retain rainwater and allows
it to percolate into the soil, thereby increasing the
groundwater level.

•

Apply simple physics laws based on the slope of the
fields to ensure that rainwater is optimally diverted to
temporary man-made storage tanks.

Also Dilasa built ‘Phads’, in areas where there is a nearby
Bund
stream of water but there isn’t reliable electricity supply to
transport the water. ‘Phads’ divert stream water through open
channels or PVC pipes to the nearby fields for irrigation. Based on gravity, the model does
not require electric or mechanical energy for
lifting stream water. It is eco-friendly and does
not require land acquisition. It is a zero-energy,
maintenance-free operational model, which
can be easily replicated. This method uses the
topography of the land and gravity to distribute
water across an area. These simple, low-cost
interventions from Dilasa ensured the irrigation
Phad Irrigation
of thousands of acres of land.
Gaurav – Very logical approach.
Tauji – Farmers have indeed been able to substantially increase the production yield.
Moreover, access to water means that farmers are also able to sow a second crop of pulses or
wheat.
Tauji – This reminds me of another problem that plagues many farmers. Most of them have
shifted to single crops like cotton or maize. This allows them to make additional money for a
couple of seasons but depletes the soil so much that yields drop dramatically thereafter. They
also concentrate their risk. In case an unfavourable situation arises due to rains, pesticides,
low market prices, their entire produce gets affected.
Tauji – Dilasa has therefore been promoting the ‘Pata’ method. The emphasis here is to
revive mixed cropping pattern by cultivating legumes, cereals and green vegetables together
in a row in the farm which not only rejuvenates the soil but also diversifies the risk of the
farmer.
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Dilasa also runs a farmer support centre to spread awareness about various government
schemes meant for the farmers. It is unfortunate that many of the farmers are not aware of
the various schemes that they can benefit from. Even if they know about the scheme, they
are not aware how to handle the government bureaucracy.
Gaurav – Great service to humanity!
Tauji – Yes. Dilasa has been recognized for its wonderful service at various levels. It received
the prestigious National Rural Innovation Award for its work in water channelling.
Presently, Dilasa has reached out to over 900 villages of Maharashtra State, working in close
collaboration with 15 other NGOs in the area.
Gaurav – All this has been achieved by Madhukar Dhas and his team.
Tauji – Yes, Gaurav. Born in a shepherd family in Beed district of Maharashtra, he was the
first person from his extended family to have even passed high school. He worked as a hard
labourer to complete his post-graduation. He used to carry cement sacks to as high as 15
floors in his young days to make ends meet. However, he was proud that he could study,
albeit only in a government school. He often used to joke that in their community when
one turns 6 or 7, he is given a couple of goats to take care of, rather than books and a slate.
Tauji – It is amazing how a person born in a shepherd family could create so much impact,
saving numerous lives. But it is also cruel that such a dedicated social worker passed away
due to cancer in 2016 at a young age of 47. He left behind a message for us that one with
the right intentions can do enormous good to others, even in very challenging conditions.
(Acknowledgement – Articles available electronically on Dilasa.org; Socialworkindia.in)

Madhukar Dhas

Let’s
Know

The word ‘Dilasa’ literally means give comfort and support to someone
who is going through a bad time.
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Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. The plight of farmers in India .
2. The role of the society in uplifting poor farmers.

Let’s Do These Exercises
A. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. We take food on our plates for granted _______________________.
2. Lal Bahadur Shastri gave the slogan _______________________.
3. Dilasa adopted a _________________approach for using rain water effectively.
4. Dilasa achieved _________________________award for its work in water
channelling.
4. India has two types of farmlands namely _________and __________.

B. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FASLE:
1. Indian farmers are mainly dependent on monsoon for irrigation.
2. Cultivation of legumes, fruits and cereals in rotation reduces soil fertility.
3. The Pata system uses topography of land and the gravity to distribute water across
an area.
4. Dilasa adopted a two-pronged approach of effective usage of rainwater and
application of simple physics laws to ensure water to farmers for irrigation.

C. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:
1. Why do farmers have an uncertain income?
2. What can farmers do to increase the yield?
3. Write Short Notes On:
i) Madhukar Das ii) Phad Irrigation iii) Dilasa iv) Pata method of irrigation.

D. PROJECTS
Enact a play on the importance of farming.
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14 Dhan Singh Thapa
Learning Objective
Derive inspirations from the life of Major Dhan Singh Thapa

It was the year 1962. War broke out between China and India rather unexpectedly. One of the
causes of the war was Aksai Chin,which China started claiming as part of Xinjiang in their
territory. India was unprepared and lost the war. But what stood out spectacularly was undaunted
courage and commitment to duty displayed by the brave and dedicated Indian Army.
Dhan Singh Thapa was born to Nepali parents on April 10, 1928 at Shimla in Himachal Pradesh.
He was commissioned into ‘Gorkha Rifles’ regiment in 1949. Known for his humane qualities,
he was an unassuming, humble and a pious person. He played football with passion.
In 1962, India established army posts in multiple areas
within Leh district to safeguard the Indian border from the
Chinese. One such post was at Srijap, Leh. Considering
India’s limited resources, only 28 soldiers of Gorkha Rifles
were posted at Srijap. Major Dhan Singh Thapa was in
command.
War had broken out with China. The terrain was rough
and nature too was harsh at the time of battle. It was
October 19th, when Major Thapa found that there were a
lot of activities at the Chinese camp. Probably they were
Major Dhan Singh Thapa
planning to attack Sirijap post. Major Thapa and the
soldiers, handful in number, waited anxiously throughout
the stormy night ready to fight back and defend themselves. Those might have been the
moments, which had made them realise the unpredictable flow of time just waiting for the
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enemy to strike.The Chinese planned their battles shrewdly with strategies that shook the
Indian army, attacking them when they were least prepared.
At 06:00 a.m. on October
20th, the Chinese attacked
the Sirijap post. The shelling
continued till 08:30 a.m.
and the whole area was set
ablaze. Some shells fell on the
command post and damaged
the wireless set. This put the
post out of communication.
Signal Officer Major VedVyas,
fondly recollected the last
message he received from
Major Thapa who adamantly
conveyed that he would neither withdraw nor surrender. It was the moment that immortalised
him a war hero. The Chinese then attacked in overwhelming numbers. Major Thapa and his
men repulsed the attack, inflicting heavy casualties. The Chinese mounted another attack
in greater numbers. Major Thapa once again repulsed the attack, inflicting heavy losses on
the Chinese.
A short while later, a third Chinese attack
included tanks in support of the infantry.
The Indian soldiers were weakened by
the casualties suffered in earlier attacks,
but held out while the ammunition
lasted. Major Thapa painfully watched
his soldiers dying, wounded, and not in
position to defend but he kept them
MajorDhan Singh Thapa with cadets at the IMA, Dehradun
Major Dhan Singh Thapa with cadets at the
inspired to fight back. Major Thapa
IMA, Dehradun
kept boosting their morale by telling
them that though they were few in numbers one Gorkha was equivalent to ten soldiers when
it comes to fighting.
The freezing temperature and biting cold outside the trenches did not deter them from
retaliating against their opponents. Major Thapa saw another soldier who was badly
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wounded, run into the tent leaving behind his rifle. Major Thapa picked up his gun,
rushed inside, patted him on the head and said, what is called to be a soldier to soldier talk:
‘Kafar hunu bhanda marnu ramro’ (It is better to die than to be a coward). These are not
mere words uttered but resonated the highest ideals of bravery in battle. The wounded soldier
took his rifle and marched forward to fight. It was the time to act bravely and thoughtfully;
resources were few, soldiers were even less in numbers. Major Thapa picked up a rifle lying
by the side of a dead soldier and rushed into the trench to take command of the fight.
He positioned himself in front of the advancing enemies. The shelling went on for a long
time and Sirijap turned into an inferno. Chinese soldiers took advantage of the smoke that
erupted all around and moved closer to Sirijap post. Gorkha soldiers braved the attacks.
Their weapons could not withstand the attacks of sophisticated Chinese ammunition.
Suddenly, there was a war cry, ‘Jai Mahakali, Ayo Gorkhali’. Gorkha soldiers attacked Chinese
soldiers fiercely with khukris, their traditional knives. Major Thapa was one of the last few
who were left. He jumped out of his trench and killed many intruders in hand-to-hand
fighting. He was however badly injured and was physically overpowered by the Chinese.
He was taken away by them as a prisoner of war. Nobody in his battalion knew about this.
He was believed to have been killed in war. He was indeed awarded the ParamVir Chakra
‘posthumously’.
Major Thapa was in Chinese captivity till May 1963. Over there, he befriended a boy who
used to bring food for him in the prison. He told him about his family in India and requested
him to post a letter he had written to his family. This was a turning point. The family luckily
got the letter and informed the Army authorities. Subsequently, the Indian government
spoke to the Chinese and got Major Thapa released. It was an emotional family reunion.
His wife Shukla, who in her heart of hearts never believed that he was dead, on seeing him
alive, was ecstatic with joy. His two daughters, Pamela and Madhulika, were delighted to be
reunited with their father. His son, Param Deep, was just born. True to the tradition of the
soldier, his son also joined the army. Major Thapa served the army and rose to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. It was on 5 September 2005, Lt Col Thapa passed away at the age of
77, due to kidney ailment. We salute him for his bravery and dedication to the Indian army.
Acknowledgement – partially adapted from ‘Veergahta’, Ncert publications
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Time To Learn
Let’s Talk About These
1. Narrate the incident that made Major Dhan Singh Thapa an immortal war hero.
2. Do you think Major Dhan Singh Thapa was instrumental in inspiring his soldiers?
Give instances from the lesson.
3. Mention the qualities you learn from Major Dhan Singh Thapa.
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Let’s Do These Exercises
A. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. In 1962, war broke out between India and China because ____________ .
2. On 19th October 1962, Major Dhan Singh and his soldiers waited throughout the
stormy night as __________ .
3. There were only twenty eight soldiers of Gorkha Rifles at Srijap because
___________ .

B. WRITE ‘T’ FOR TRUE AND ‘F’ FOR FALSE:
1. When Major Dhan Singh was in prison a boy who brought food for him helped by
posting a letter he had written to his family.
2. Major Dhan Singh was awarded the Paramvir Chakra at the age of 72.
3. Major Dhan Singh was in Chinese captivity till May 1963.

Let’s Have Fun
1. Write a poem on ‘A Brave Soldier’. Use the words given in the box to write the
poem. You can begin the poem like this.
valour, patriotic, vigilant, protect, sacrifice - life, safety, salute,
respect, fight – enemy, work tirelessly, keep flag high, proud,
noble soul, hero, dedicated, inspiring, courageous

A Brave Soldier
We live in ease
As our brave soldiers fight for peace
They guard our borders
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